
 
2 days Toubkal Ascent 
 
Day 1:Marrakech-Imlil-Refude du Toubkal 
Early departure from Marrakech towards Imlil(1745m),from we will start our walk 
passing by some Berber  villages.We then get into the shrine of Sidi 
Chamharouch(2.350m);a place where we will have lunch. After that, we continue our 
journey crossing some zigzags, shelters of goats and finally arriving at the  
Refuge(3.207m).Approx 6 hours. 
 
Day 2:Toubkal Refuge-Toubkal Summit-Imlil-Marrakech. 
 
We begin our day by getting up early in order to climb Toubkal, the highest peak in 
north Africa at 4.167m. During this day, you will enjoy the sunrise and fantastic views 
from all directions such as Sahara, High Atlas, Anti-Atlas  and various valleys. We then 
descend down following Toubkal Valley to Imlil and transfer back to Marrakech .Approx 
8 to 9 hours.  
 
 
FES  Merzouga  Warzazat  Marrakech 

Day 1: early in the morning pick up you from your hotel or airport then have a short visit 
of Fes city then driving pass ifran city which is famous for its sky station; then pass a part 
of the Middle Atlas to the town where we well have our lunch after lunch driving to 
merzouga desert from this point you well drive a camel for 1.30mn to the base camp 
where we have our night in the middle of dunes enjoying Berber music and stars  
,approx 8 hour 

Day 2:start early in the morning from the base camp in the way back you well have a 
nice pictures of sun rise after that going to the hotel and have breakfast after breakfast 
start driving to ourazazat city passing todra gorge and roses valle in kallat mgouna, 
approx 7 hour 

Day 3: start from ourzazat city to ait ben haddou palas weaches one of the famous 
castles in the world our lunch well be in taddart village passing apart of the high atlas 
which is 2260M after lunch we well pass some small towns to imlil ouverenight 

Day 4: this is a different day then after briefings we start our walking to Azzib tamsoult 
passing tizi mezzik weches 2479M From here you will see imlil valley and ait azzaden 
valley panoramic view lunch well be under the juniper tree overnight in a tent or Rufuge 
dependant on the weather, Approx 6 hour walking. 

 



Day 5 : start our walk from tamsoult heading down passing the last village in ait azzaden 
valley then continue to   Matat vellege passing tizi oudit weches 2200M lunch well be in 
Matat thene countune metting the driver in agrsioual vellege transfer back to 
Marakkech approx:7 hour walking  

 
3 days Toubkal Ascent 
 
Day1: Day 1: Marrakech-Imlil-Refude du Toubkal. 
Early departure from Marrakech towards Imlil(1745m),from we will start our walk 
passing by some Berber  villages. We then get into the shrine of Sidi 
Chamharouch(2.350m);a place where we will have lunch. After that, we continue our 
journey crossing some zigzags, shelter gouts and getting onto the  
Refuge(3.207m).Approx 6 hours. 
 
Day 2: Toubkal Summit-Toubkal Refuge. 
We begin our day by getting up early in order to climb Toubkal, the highest pick in north 
Africa at 4.167m.During this day, you will enjoy the sunrise and fantastic views from all 
directions such as Sahara,High Atlas,Anti-Atlas  and various valleys. Note: If you have 
enough time, we will climb another summit that  is Toubkal west(4,030m). We  then 
head down back to the Refuge where we overnight .Approx 5 hours. 
 
Day 3: Toubkal Refuge-Imlil-Marrakech. 
Our path will take us back to Around village where we will have lunch under the shade 
of walnut trees. After you enjoyed lunch, we will visit the waterfall before your 
transport takes you to Marrakech. Approx 5 hours. 

 

3 days in different valleys & Berber villages 

Day 1: Marrakech-Azzaden valley.  
Pick up from Hotel or airport and drive to Imi-oghelad(1500m) start walking by crossing 
Ait Ali village up to Tizi n’Tachet (2000m) from where you will have a clear view of the 
Imlil and Azzaden valleys. After you enjoyed  lunch under the juniper trees, we carry on 
by descending down till we enter the village of Aissa where we will end our day .Approx 
5hours. 

Day 2 : Azzaden valley- Armed 
The path takes us out of the valley of Azzaden by crossing the last and the old village of 
the valley.Before the pass of Tizi Mzik, we will take a short tour to the Berber nomad 
and Water fall of Tamsoult area. After lunch on  Tizi-n-mezzik pass(2500m) , we  walk 
down to the last and highest village in Imlil valley (2000m) for the night. Approx 6hours. 



Day 3: Armed- Toubkal Refuge 
After breakfast, we will get out of the village along the mountain towards Sidi 
Chamharouch, one of the most attractive shrine in Morocco. After mint tea in this area, 
we ascend our way up to the Refuge of Toubkal. Approx  5 hours. 

Day 4: Toubkal Refuge- Toubkal Summit 
 We begin our day by getting up early in order to climb Toubkal hill, the highest pick in 
north Africa at 4.167m.During this day, you will enjoy the sunrise and fantastic views 
from all directions such as Sahara, High Atlas, Anti-Atlas  and various valleys. Note: If you 
have enough time, we will climb another summit that  is Toubkal west(4,030m). We  
then head down back to the Refuge where we overnight .Approx 5 hours. 

Day 5: Toubkal Refuge-Imlil-Marrakech 
Our path will take us back to Around village where we will have lunch under the shade 
of walnut trees. After you enjoyed lunch, we will visit the waterfall before your 
transport takes you to Marrakech. Approx 5 hours. 

3 Days in National Park 

Day 1: Marrakesh – Ait Ali  - Tinzert 
Start the journey  from   Ait  Ali  (1,450m) by going up until we reach Tizi n’ Ait Ali 
pass(1800m). We then get onto the Ouirgen area, one of the place that grows the oil 
trees. The nature has a number of characteristics  such as  copper green soil 
,vegetables,salt and  juniper trees. Spend the night  in Tinzert villag. Aprox. 5 hours. 
 
Day 2: Tinzert – Tizi Oussem 
Our path will take us  crossing a  few shelters of  gouts up to the  small mountain from 
where  you will have a fabulous views over the Ouirgan and Azzaden valleys  . 
Afterwards, you will head down to the river and pass by an uncounted juniper,walnuts 
and apples trees . You will also get a valuable  opportunity  to see how Berber people  
leading their lives. After lunch in Tizian village, you will follow the river up to the last 
village of Tizi Oussem . Aprox  6 hours. 
 
Day 3: Tizi Oussem  - Tizi n’ Mzik  pass - Imlil 
After breakfast, you will first see some of the oldest building in this village. Then,   
heading  up to Tizi Mzik pass(2489m). You will get the chance to have an incredible view 
of the imlil and Azzaden valleys. Descending down into Azib Mzik. Before transferring 
back to Marrakech, you will be rewarded this time by visiting the waterfall and take 
some pictures of  the highest point in north Africa. Then, transfer back to Marrakech. 
Aprox  6 hours.  

 

 



 6 Days circling the High Atlas 

Day 1: Marrakech-Imlil-Techdert. 
Transfer from Marrakech via Imlil village. Start walking up by passing by Ait Souka and 
Tamarert villages to Tizi n’Tmatert pass at 2370m. After lunch, we continue the last and 
highest village in the area and Morocco where we spend the night.Approx 5 hours. 

Day 2: Tacherdirt-Azzib Likmet 
We start early by climbing up to the pass of Tizi Likmet(3600m).You will bless with a 
magnificent  panaroma view over the Atlas mountains. Then, descending down to the 
nomad of Azzib Likmet  where you will see how nomadic Berber people enjoy and 
organizing their lives .Spend the night in a tent. Approx 6hours. 

Day 3: Azzib Likmet-Amesouzart. 
Walking early in the  morning, following Aworay valley and  crossing some Berber 
nomads till to the Ouray pass from where you will enjoy a great views of Oudman valley 
and Toubkal pick. Then, descend  down passing by Tagnit village,walnuts and 
apples.Overnigh in Amsousart village.Approx 6hour  

Day 4: Ameszouzart-Lake Ifni  
We will start our walk by passing by a number of Berber villages to the Lake of Ifni. You 
will have lunch beside the Lake. You can also swim and have enough relax for the next 
day. Approx 3hours. 

Day 5: Lake Ifni-Toubkal  Refuge 
After breakfast, you will head up to Tizi Wanoumse pass at (3600m). After leaving 
Oudman areas, you will get onto Toubkal valley where your place of overnight is located 
(base camp at 3207m). Approx 6hours. 

Day 6: Base camp - Toubkal Summit – Imlil - Marrakech. 
We begin our day by getting up early in order to climb Toubkal, the highest pick in north 
Africa at 4.167m.During this day, you will enjoy the sunrise and fantastic views from all 
directions such as Sahara,High Atlas,Anti-Atlas  and various valleys. We then descend 
down following Toubkal valley to Imlil and transfer back to Marrakech .Approx 8 to 9 
hours.  

 

 
 
 
 


